
500 kWh 1000 kWh 2000 kWh

15.1 ¢ 12.7 ¢ 11.5 ¢

13.8 ¢ 11.8 ¢ 10.7 ¢

15.7 ¢ 13.3 ¢ 12.1 ¢

15.5 ¢ 13.0 ¢ 11.7 ¢

14.8 ¢ 12.4 ¢ 11.2 ¢

TDU:

CNP 6.6 ¢ per kWh

ONC 6.4 ¢ per kWh

AEPC 6.9 ¢ per kWh

AEPN 7.1 ¢ per kWh

TNMP 6.8 ¢ per kWh

Daily Base Charge: $0.50  per day

Minimum Usage Fee (Usage <16 kwh) $0.50 per day

Yes

P.O. Box 721440, Houston, TX 77272

Electricity Facts Label
Acacia Energy, LLC - Power Bonus 9 Plan  -  All TDU Territories -March 10, 2015

Average monthly use:

Average price per kWh (CNP):

Average price per kWh (ONC):

Average price per kWh (AEPC):

Average price per kWh (AEPN):

Average price per kWh (TNMP):

The average prices shown above for the contracted term of service includes the energy 
charge, which includes energy costs and all recurring TDU fees, and daily base charges 
as shown. There is a $0.50 per day minimum usage fee that will be assessed against 

your account if your daily usage is below 16 kWh. Customers are required to establish 
an initial connection balance of $60 upon enrollment; and reconnection balances of 
$20.00 anytime they are disconnected.

Energy Charge

Is this a pre-pay or pay in advance product?

Other Key Terms 

and questions
See Terms of Service statement for a full listing of fees and other terms.  

Disclosure Chart

Type of Product Fixed Rate Product

Contract Term 9 Months

Do I have a termination fee or any fees associated with 

terminating service? Yes, $100

Can my price change during the contract period? Yes

If the price can change, how will it change and by how much?

The average prices shown above may 

change during the contract term only under 

the following circumstances:  to reflect 

actual changes to the TDU charges; 

changes to the Electric Reliability Council of 

Texas or Texas Regional Entity 

administrative fees charged to loads;or 

changes resulting from federal, state or 

local laws or regulatory actions that impose 

new or modified fees or costs that are 

outside our control.

What other fees may I be charged?   

Please see the Terms of Service  for a full 

listing of non-recurring fees.

Does Acacia Energy purchase excess distributed renewable 

generation? No

Renewable Content This product is 10.7% renewable.

Statewide average for Renewable Content 10.80%
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